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ABSTRACT
We apply two Bayesian hierarchical inference schemes to infer shear power spectra,
shear maps and cosmological parameters from the CFHTLenS weak lensing survey
— the first application of this method to data. In the first approach, we sample
the joint posterior distribution of the shear maps and power spectra by Gibbs sam-
pling, with minimal model assumptions. In the second approach, we sample the joint
posterior of the shear maps and cosmological parameters, providing a new, accu-
rate and principled approach to cosmological parameter inference from cosmic shear
data. As a first demonstration on data we perform a 2-bin tomographic analysis to
constrain cosmological parameters and investigate the possibility of photometric red-
shift bias in the CFHTLenS data. Under the baseline ΛCDM model we constrain
S8 = σ8(Ωm/0.3)
0.5 = 0.67+0.03−0.03 (68%), consistent with previous CFHTLenS analyses
but in tension with Planck (Planck Collaboration et al. 2015). Adding neutrino mass
as a free parameter we are able to constrain
∑
mν < 4.6eV (95%) using CFHTLenS
data alone. Including a linear redshift dependent photo-z bias ∆z = p2(z − p1), we
find p1 = −0.25+0.53−0.60 and p2 = −0.15+0.17−0.15, and tension with Planck is only alleviated
under very conservative prior assumptions. Neither the non-minimal neutrino mass or
photo-z bias models are significantly preferred by the CFHTLenS (2-bin tomography)
data.
Key words: data analysis - weak lensing - gibbs sampling - messenger field - cos-
mology - neutrinos
1 INTRODUCTION
Light from distant galaxies is continuously deflected by the
gravitational potential fluctuations of large-scale structure
on its way to us, resulting in a coherent distortion of ob-
served galaxy images across the sky — weak gravitational
lensing. This weak lensing effect is a function of both the ge-
ometry of the Universe (through the distance-redshift rela-
tion) and the growth of potential fluctuations along the line-
of-sight, making it a tremendously rich cosmological probe;
the statistics of the weak lensing fields are sensitive to the
initial conditions of the potential fluctuations, the relative
abundance of baryonic and dark matter (through baryon
acoustic oscillations), the linear and non-linear growth of
structure, the mass and hierarchy of neutrinos (e.g., Jimenez
et al. 2010), dark energy and gravity on large scales (see,
e.g., Weinberg et al. 2013 for a review). The goal of cosmic
shear analyses is to extract cosmological inferences from the
statistics of the observed weak lensing shear field — the dis-
? e-mail: j.alsing12@imperial.ac.uk
tortion of observed galaxy shapes measured across the sky
and in redshift.
In Alsing et al. (2016) we developed a Bayesian hi-
erarchical modelling (BHM) approach to infer the cosmic
shear power spectrum (and thus cosmological parameters)
from a catalogue of measured galaxy shapes and redshifts,
building on previous work on cosmic microwave background
(CMB) power spectrum inference (Wandelt, Larson & Lak-
shminarayanan 2004; Jewell, Levin & Anderson 2004; Erik-
sen et al. 2004; O’Dwyer et al. 2004; Chu et al. 2005; Larson
et al. 2007; Eriksen et al. 2007) and large scale-structure
analysis methods (Jasche et al. 2010; Jasche & Wandelt
2012, 2013; Jasche & Lavaux 2015). The Bayesian hierar-
chical approach has a number of desirable features and ad-
vantages over traditional estimator-based methods: In con-
trast to frequentist estimators whose likelihoods need cali-
brating against large numbers of forward simulations (intro-
ducing assumptions and uncertainties that are often hard
to propagate), the Bayesian approach explores the poste-
rior distribution of the parameters of interest directly with
clearly stated (and minimal) model assumptions, without
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the need for calibration. The Bayesian approach is exact
and optimal, up to our ability to model the cosmic shear
statistics (and systematics). Masks and complicated survey
geometry are dealt with exactly and cleanly, in contrast to,
e.g., pseudo-C` estimators that must carefully correct for
mixing of E- and B-modes and physical (angular) scales
arising from the mask inversion, which can be difficult in
practice. The BHM approach can be readily extended to in-
clude models of non-Gaussian fields, exploiting more of the
information-content of the weak lensing fields than is possi-
ble through n-point statistic estimators (Jasche & Wandelt
2013; Leclercq, Jasche & Wandelt 2015; Carron 2012). More
generally, the BHM approach can also be extended to in-
corporate more of the weak lensing inference pipeline (e.g.,
shape measurement, PSF modelling etc), formally marginal-
ising over nuisance parameters and systematics in a princi-
pled way and ultimately leading to more robust science at
the end of the day (see Alsing et al. (2016); Schneider et al.
(2015) for a discussion of the global hierarchical modelling
approach to weak lensing).
The joint map-power spectrum inference approach pro-
ceeds in two distinct steps: In step one we sample the joint
posterior of the shear map and power spectrum1, using,
e.g., the Gibbs sampling approach described in Alsing et al.
(2016). In step two, we construct a smooth posterior den-
sity from the power spectrum samples and proceed to in-
fer cosmological parameters by Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) sampling the power spectrum posterior as a func-
tion of the cosmological parameters (under our model of
interest). The posterior distribution of the power spectrum
is a valuable intermediate product; cosmological parameter
inference can be performed for a large number of cosmolog-
ical (and systematics) models directly from the power spec-
trum posterior a posteriori, without loss of information and
without having to re-analyse the entire data-set (since the
initial power spectrum inference was independent of cosmol-
ogy, assuming only statistical isotropy of the lensing fields).
However, the need to estimate the continuous posterior den-
sity from a set of posterior samples may come with practical
challenges; this density estimation step may introduce un-
certainties at some level, and accurate density estimation
may be challenging for analyses with a large number of to-
mographic bins (for example, with 10 tomographic bins we
may need to estimate the joint distribution of the 55 tomo-
graphic cross-power spectra from a set of MCMC samples
— a challenging density estimation task).
In this paper, we develop a second Bayesian approach
to cosmic shear inference, whereby we jointly sample the
shear maps and cosmological parameters, rather than the
maps and power spectra. By going straight to cosmological
parameters and bypassing the explicit power spectrum in-
ference step, we circumvent the need to transform posterior
samples into a continuous posterior density and hence avoid
the prickly (high-dimensional) density estimation issues al-
together. There are other advantages, too: by parametrising
the power spectrum with a handful of cosmological parame-
ters, the number of interesting parameters has been reduced
1 We use “power spectrum” as a shorthand for the full set of EE,
BB and EB auto- and cross-power spectra for all tomographic
bins.
from a few thousand power spectrum coefficients to typi-
cally . 10 cosmological parameters – this reduction in the
parameter space will inevitably improve the sampling effi-
ciency. Map-cosmology inference also extends more natu-
rally to incorporate models for non-Gaussian shear where
the power spectrum no longer fully specifies the lensing
statistics. These benefits come at the cost of having to re-
analyse the full shear maps for every cosmological model
of interest, whereas the power spectrum posterior obtained
in a cosmology-independent way represented a highly com-
pressed intermediate product that could be used for (fast)
a posteriori cosmological parameter inference without the
need to revisit the full data-set. However, we argue that
nonetheless the map-cosmology inference scheme is a (com-
fortably) computationally feasible approach for current and
future surveys.
In this paper we apply the map-power spectrum and
map-cosmology sampling schemes to infer power spectra,
shear maps and cosmological parameters from the Canada-
France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHTLenS) weak lensing survey -
the first application to data. The structure of the paper is as
follows: In §2 we describe the CFHTLenS data and compres-
sion of the full galaxy catalogue into pixelized (noisy) tomo-
graphic shear maps. In §3 we review the tomographic weak
lensing formalism, and in §4 we describe the map-power
spectrum and map-cosmology Gibbs sampling schemes. In
§5 we outline the cosmological and systematics models con-
sidered in this analysis. In §6 we demonstrate the Bayesian
inference schemes on simulations before presenting the in-
ferred E- and B- mode power spectra, tomographic shear
maps and cosmological parameters from the CFHTLenS cos-
mic shear data. We discuss computation costs and prospects
for future surveys in §7 and conclude in §8.
2 CFHTLENS DATA
CFHTLenS is a 154 square degree optical imaging survey
over four wide fields (W1,W2,W3,W4) in ugriz bands (Er-
ben et al. 2013; Heymans et al. 2012). The public cata-
logues2 are a combination of data processing with theli
(Erben et al. 2013), weak lensing measurements with lens-
fit (Miller et al. 2013), and photometric redshift (photo-
z) posteriors using the Bayesian photo-z code bpz (Benitez
2000; Hildebrandt et al. 2012). We mask out CFHTLenS
tiles that failed the systematics tests outlined in Heymans
et al. (2012), resulting in a removal of 25% of the data. Stel-
lar halos and image artefacts result in a further ∼ 20% of
the remaining area being masked. We also restrict our anal-
ysis to the photo-z range 0.5 < zB < 1.3, considered to be
reliable by systematics tests outlined in Hildebrandt et al.
(2013) and Benjamin et al. (2013), where zB is the maximum
posterior redshift provided by bpz.
2.1 CFHTLenS Maps
The resulting catalogue of 3,099,988 galaxies is processed
into tomographic shear maps as follows: Following Benjamin
2 http://www.cfhtlens.org/astronomers/data-store
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Figure 1. Redshift distributions for tomographic bins 0.5 < zB 6
0.85 and 0.85 < zB 6 1.3, with sources separated by their best-fit
bpz photometric redshifts zB . The distributions nα(z) are con-
structed by stacking the redshift posteriors for each individual
source together (in each bin), weighted by their lensfit weights,
see Eq. (1).
et al. (2013) we divide the sources into two broad tomo-
graphic bins that are expected to be free from significant
intrinsic alignment contamination: 0.5 < zB 6 0.85 and
0.85 < zB 6 1.3. The redshift distributions for each slice are
estimated by stacking the individual source photo-z posteri-
ors p(z) with their respective lensfit weights w (shown in
Figure 1),
nα(z) =
∑
g∈bin α wgpg(z)∑
g∈bin α wg
. (1)
Note that although use of stacked redshift posteriors for
nα(z) is commonplace in weak lensing analyses, this is not
formally the correct statistical approach (see e.g., Leistedt,
Mortlock & Peiris 2016). Later we will consider the possibil-
ity that the nα(z) constructed from posterior-stacking may
be biased (see §5 and §6).
The four wide fields are pixelized into 175× 175, 113×
113, 221×221 and 131×131 square pixels respectively, with
pixels of side length σpix = 3.82 arcmin in all cases. This
pixelization scheme includes a ∼ 1 degree border around the
edge of each patch to reduce the impact of periodic boundary
conditions (later assumed).
The angular coordinates of each source on the sky (RA
α and DEC δ) are converted to tangent-plane/flat-sky co-
ordinates (θx, θy) using a gnomonic projection: cos θx =
cos2(pi/2 − δ) + sin2(δ − pi/2) cosα and θy = δ, where each
patch is projected separately about its central coordinates.
The estimated shear in each pixel p is then given by
γˆαi,p =
∑
g∈p,α wg(i,g − ci,g)
(1 +m)p
∑
g∈p,α wg
(2)
for each shear component i ∈ {1, 2}, and following Miller
et al. (2013) we apply an additive bias correction ci,g on a
source-by-source basis and a multiplicative bias correction
(1 +m)p =
∑
g∈p,α
wg(1 +mg)/
∑
g∈p,α
wg (3)
on a pixel-by-pixel basis. We define our data vector d or-
ganised as
d = (γˆ
(1)
1,p=1, γˆ
(1)
2,p=1, γˆ
(2)
1,p=1, γˆ
(2)
2,p=1, γˆ
(1)
1,p=2, γˆ
(1)
2,p=2, γˆ
(2)
1,p=2, . . . ).
(4)
The intrinsic dispersion of galaxy ellipticities is taken to
be σ = 0.279 per component, as estimated from the data
and following previous CFHTLenS analyses (Heymans et al.
2013; Kitching et al. 2014; Benjamin et al. 2013; Ko¨hlinger
et al. 2016), so the noise covariance in each pixel is given by
Nαi,p =
∑
g∈p,α w
2
gσ
2

(
∑
g∈p,α wg)
2
, (5)
and the pixel-space noise covariance is organised as
N = (N
(1)
1,p=1, N
(1)
2,p=1, N
(2)
1,p=1, N
(2)
2,p=1, N
(1)
1,p=2, N
(1)
2,p=2, N
(2)
1,p=2, . . . ).
(6)
Masked pixels, i.e., pixels with no sources, are taken to have
infinite noise. The effective CFHTLenS mask (regions con-
taining no sources and hence infinite noise) is shown in Fig-
ure 2.
3 TOMOGRAPHIC SHEAR FORMALISM
In this section we briefly review the tomographic cosmic
shear formalism, defining essential notation for describing
the Bayesian inference schemes in §4.
The expansion coefficients and two-point statistics of
the complex shear fields in tomographic bins {α} (split into
E- and B-mode components) in the small survey-area/flat-
sky approximation are given by:
γ
E(α)
` =
1
2
· 1
2pi
∫ [
γα(φ)ϕ∗`e
−i`·φ + γ∗(α)(φ)ϕ`e
−i`·φ
]
dΩ,
γ
B(α)
` = −
i
2
· 1
2pi
∫ [
γα(φ)ϕ∗`e
−i`·φ − γ∗(α)(φ)ϕ`e−i`·φ
]
dΩ,
〈γE(α)∗` γE(β)`′ 〉 = CEE`,αβδ``′ ,
〈γE(α)∗` γB(β)`′ 〉 = CEB`,αβδ``′ ,
〈γB(α)∗` γB(β)`′ 〉 = CBB`,αβδ``′ , (7)
where ` = (`x, `y), the phase factor ϕ` = −(`2x − `2y +
2i`x`y)/`
2 and CEE`,αβ , C
EB
`,αβ and C
EE
`,αβ are the E-mode,
B-mode and cross EB angular power spectra between to-
mographic bins α and β. Whilst cosmological models pre-
dict negligible B-modes and parity considerations require
CEB`,αβ = 0, systematic effects could give rise to non-zero
B-modes and parity violating effects, so estimation of the
B-mode power spectrum is useful as a test for residual sys-
tematics.
In the Limber approximation (Limber 1954), the E-
mode tomographic shear power spectra are given by (Kaiser
1992, 1998; Hu 1999, 2002; Takada & Jain 2004),
CEE`,αβ =
∫
dχ
χ2
wα(χ)wβ(χ)(1 + z)
2Pδ
(
`
χ
;χ
)
W 2` , (8)
where χ is comoving distance, Pδ(k;χ) is the 3D matter
power spectrum and we have assumed a spatially flat uni-
verse throughout. W` is the (azimuthally averaged) pixel
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 2. The effective mask for the four CFHTLenS wide fields; black indicates masked regions (with no contributing sources). Each
patch includes a ∼ 1 degree border to mitigate the impact of periodic boundary conditions (later assumed).
window function
W` =
1
N`
∑
|`|=`
sin(σpix`x/2)
σpix`x/2
sin(σpix`y/)2
σpix`y/2
, (9)
where N` (`x, `y)-modes contribute to mode ` and the aver-
age is performed over the modes that appear in the analysis
(from the pixelized patches in Fourier space). The lensing
weight functions wα(χ) are given by
wα(χ) =
3ΩmH
2
0
2
χ
∫ χH
χ
dχ′ nα(χ
′)
χ′ − χ
χ′
(10)
where nα(χ)dχ = pα(z)dz is the redshift distribution for
galaxies in redshift bin α (normalized to unity over the bin),
i.e., Eq. (1).
We define the shear field vector s as the collection of
tomographic shear maps {γα(θ, φ)}, organised as
s = (s`1 , s`2 , s`3 , . . . s`i . . . ) ,
s` =
(
γ
E(1)
` , γ
E(2)
` , . . . , γ
E(nbins)
` , γ
B(1)
` , γ
B(2)
` , . . . γ
B(nbins)
`
)
.
(11)
The full covariance matrix C of the field s will be block-
diagonal, with each `-mode contributing one block,
〈ss†〉 = C = diag (C`1 ,C`2 ,C`3 ,C`4 . . .C`i . . . ) , (12)
where
C`x`y =

CEE`,11 C
EE
`,12 . . . C
EB
`,11 C
EB
`,12 . . .
CEE`,21 C
EE
`,22 . . . C
EB
`,21 C
EB
`,22 . . .
...
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
CBE`,11 C
BE
`,12 . . . C
EB
`,11 C
BB
`,12 . . .
CBE`,21 C
BE
`,22 . . . C
BB
`,21 C
BB
`,22 . . .
...
...
. . .
...
...
. . .

.
(13)
4 BAYESIAN INFERENCE SCHEMES
In this section we describe two Bayesian hierarchical in-
ference approaches for extracting cosmological information
from weak lensing surveys. In §4.1 we review the map-power
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 3. Left: Hierarchical forward model for shear map-power
spectrum inference (with the messenger field sophistication): the
shear power spectrum C is drawn from some prior distribution, a
realization of the shear field s is then generated given the power
spectrum, isotropic noise with covariance T is added to give a
realization of the messenger field t and finally an anisotropic noise
component is added with covariance N¯ to realize the noisy shear
maps (i.e., data) d. Right: Hierarchical forward model for shear
map-cosmological parameter inference, where the power spectrum
C has been replaced by the cosmological parameters θ.
spectrum inference scheme presented in Alsing et al. (2016),
and in §?? we develop a new hierarchical inference scheme
for sampling the joint posterior of the map and cosmological
parameters, building on an approach developed by Racine
et al. (2015) and Jewell et al. (2009). For a detailed pedagog-
ical account of the map-power spectrum sampling approach
(including a detailed discussion of the messenger field so-
phistication), see Alsing et al. (2016).
4.1 Hierarchical map-power spectrum inference
The generative forward model for the cosmic shear data (via
the signal covariance C, shear field s and messenger field t) is
summarised in Fig. 3 and can be understood as follows: the
signal covariance C generates tomographic shear maps s, the
shear maps plus isotropic noise with covariance T generate
a realisation of the messenger field t, and finally the mes-
senger field plus an additional anisotropic noise component
with covariance N¯ generates a realisation of the data d. The
full noise covariance is given by the sum of the isotropic and
anisotropic parts N = T+N¯ where, following Elsner & Wan-
delt (2012), we define T = τI with τ = min [diag(N)] (i.e.,
the largest isotropic noise component that can be extracted
from N)3. The introduction of the auxiliary messenger field
separates the signal covariance C from the anisotropic noise
covariance N¯ in the hierarchy, connecting them only via
T ∝ I which is diagonal in any basis; this is the essential
function of the messenger field and enables us to perform
all necessary matrix inversions in bases where the matrices
are sparse (Jasche & Lavaux 2015; Alsing et al. 2016), re-
alising a dramatic computational improvement over earlier
Gibbs sampling approaches (Wandelt, Larson & Lakshmi-
narayanan 2004; Jewell, Levin & Anderson 2004; Eriksen
et al. 2004; O’Dwyer et al. 2004; Chu et al. 2005; Larson
et al. 2007; Eriksen et al. 2007).
In this study, we will assume that both the shear field
s and the noise are Gaussian distributed. Under these as-
sumptions, the probability densities appearing in the graph
(Fig. 3) are given by
P (d|t, N¯) = 1√
(2pi)N |N¯|
e−
1
2
(d−t)†N¯−1(d−t),
P (s|C) = 1√
(2pi)N |C|e
− 1
2
s†C−1s,
P (t|s,T) = 1√
(2pi)N |T|e
− 1
2
(t−s)†T−1(t−s), (14)
where N = 2 × nbins × npix is the length of the vectors d,
s and t for nbins tomographic shear maps each containing
npix pixels (and the factor of 2 is due to E- and B-mode
degrees-of-freedom). Note that marginalising the posterior
P (C, s, t|d) over the field s and messenger field t recov-
ers the posterior distribution signal covariance (power spec-
trum) P (C|d) as desired.
In order to Gibbs sample from the posterior P (C, s, t|d)
we must iteratively draw samples from C, s and t condi-
tional on all other parameters, i.e.,
Ci+1 ← P (C|si),
si+1 ← P (s|ti,Ci+1,T),
ti+1 ← P (t|si+1,d, N¯,T). (15)
where the conditional distributions are given by:
P (s|C,T, t) ∝ P (t|s,T)P (s|C)
=
1√
(2pi)N |Qs|
e−
1
2
(s−µs)†Q−1s (s−µs),
P (t|s,T, N¯,d) ∝ P (d|t, N¯)P (t|T, s)
=
1√
(2pi)N |Qt|
e−
1
2
(t−µt)†Q−1t (t−µt),
P (C`|s) ∝ P (s|C)P (C) =W−1(Γ`, ν`). (16)
W−1(Γ`, ν`) denotes the inverse Wishart distribution with
support Γ` =
∑
|`|=` s`s
†
` and ν` = (
∑
|`|=`) − p − 1
degrees-of-freedom for a p × p covariance matrix, and we
have assumed a uniform prior over the signal covariance
P (C) = constant. The (conditional) shear field and mes-
3 More generally if the noise covariance is not diagonal, one
should take τ to be the largest value that leaves N¯ = N − T
positive definite.
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senger field means and covariances are given by,
µs = (C
−1 + T−1)−1T−1t,
Qs = (C
−1 + T−1)−1,
µt = (T
−1 + N¯−1)−1T−1s + (T−1 + N¯−1)−1N¯−1d,
Qt = (T
−1 + N¯−1)−1. (17)
Drawing samples from the shear field, messenger field
and power spectrum conditionals in Eq. (16) is then straight-
forward: Constrained shear map realisations drawn as Gaus-
sian random variates, with mean µs and covariance Qs
given in Eq. (17). Similarly, constrained messenger field
realisations are drawn as Gaussian random variates with
mean µt and covariance Qt. Power spectrum (signal covari-
ance) samples are drawn as inverse Wishart random variates
C` ←W−1(Γ`, ν`), which can be generated as follows:
(i) Generate ν` Gaussian random vectors xi ←
N (0,Γ−1` ).
(ii) Construct the sum of outer products of the vectors
{xi}, i.e., X = ∑νi=1 xixTi .
(iii) Take the inverse of X, then X−1 ∼ W−1(Γ`, ν`) as
required.
We will apply the map-power spectrum sampling scheme
to infer tomographic shear maps and power spectra from
CFHTLenS data in §6. In the following section we discuss
how to perform lossless cosmological parameter inference
from the power spectrum posterior.
4.1.1 Cosmological parameter inference from the power
spectrum posterior
Cosmological models provide a deterministic mapping be-
tween cosmological parameters and the shear power spec-
trum, i.e., for a given set of cosmological parameters θ (un-
der a given model M) we can compute the set of power
spectrum coefficients C` ≡ C`(θ,M). This means that if
we have access to the posterior P (C`|d), we can sample the
posterior distribution of cosmological parameters without
loss of information, by drawing samples from
θ ← P (C`(θ)|d)P (θ)/P (C`(θ)), (18)
where notably the prior on the signal covariance has been
effectively replaced by a prior over the cosmological param-
eters, so our initial choice of prior on C becomes irrele-
vant. Hence, in order to perform cosmological parameter
inference we need access to the full smooth posterior den-
sity P (C`|d). The Gibbs map-power spectrum sampling ap-
proach described above generates a set of samples from the
power spectrum posterior – in order to sample from Eq.
(18) we must hence estimate the density P (C`|d) from the
MCMC samples. There are a number of approaches one
could take to this density estimation task – kernel den-
sity estimators and mixture models provide fast and flexible
schemes for estimating probability densities from a set of
samples (Silverman 1986), or alternatively the more special-
ized Blackwell-Rao estimator (tailored to Gibbs sampling
output) has been shown to be effective in the context of
CMB and other Gibbs samplers (Gelfand & Smith 1990;
Chu et al. 2005).
Whilst this density estimation step is conceptually sim-
ple, there are situations where it may be technically chal-
lenging and introduce uncertainties. For example, in an anal-
ysis with a large number of tomographic bins we may be
faced with estimating a high-dimensional density P (C`|d).
For example, a 10-bin analysis has 55 tomographic E-mode
(cross) power spectrum coefficients per ` mode, which are
likely to be correlated with one another. Even if we could
treat each `-mode independently, we are faced with esti-
mating a 55-dimensional probability density from a set of
samples, and if `-mode correlations in the posterior are non-
negligible this number will increase even further. Whilst
this is unlikely to be an insurmountable problem (particu-
larly in the fortuitous case where the posteriors are close to
Gaussian), we expect it to present some technical challenge
and introduce uncertainties at some level. In the spirit of
the Bayesian approach, making clearly stated assumptions
and minimal approximations, we would like an alternative
method that is free from this density estimation step. In
§?? we develop an alternative (exact) Bayesian sampling ap-
proach that bypasses the density estimation step completely.
Note that frequentist power spectrum estimator meth-
ods suffer from a similar (and often harder) problem to the
density estimation step in the Bayesian approach. Estima-
tor methods need to reconstruct the sampling distribution
(likelihood) of the chosen estimator Cˆ, i.e., the distribution
of the estimator given some true power spectrum P (Cˆ|C).
This is typically done by generating a large number of sam-
ples of the estimator through forward simulations, and esti-
mating the sampling distribution from those samples (anal-
ogous to the density-estimation problem described above).
Reconstructing sampling distributions from forward simula-
tions is generally harder than reconstructing posterior den-
sities from MCMC samples; formally, the sampling distribu-
tion P (Cˆ|C) must be known for all plausible values of the
true power spectrum C, whereas the estimating the poste-
rior distribution represents a single density-estimation task
from the set of MCMC samples (with the data fixed). As a
result one usually resorts to further approximation schemes
for constructing estimator likelihoods or covariances (see Ef-
stathiou 2004 for a discussion).
For non-sampling based approaches for approximat-
ing the full likelihood function for the power spectrum (in
the context of CMB power spectrum inference), see Bond,
Jaffe & Knox (1998, 2000); Hamimeche & Lewis (2008). In
this section we develop a new Bayesian inference scheme
whereby we explore the joint posterior of the shear maps
and cosmological parameters, rather than the shear maps
and power spectra. By going straight to cosmological param-
eters and bypassing the explicit power spectrum inference
step, we circumvent the need to transform posterior samples
into a continuous posterior density avoiding the (potentially
challenging) density estimation step altogether. The map-
cosmology sampling approach has some additional advan-
tages: by parametrising the power spectrum by a handful of
cosmological parameters, the number of interesting parame-
ters has been reduced from thousands of power spectrum co-
efficients to typically . 10 cosmological parameters — this
dramatic shrinking of the parameter space will inevitably
improve the sampling efficiency. The map-cosmology infer-
ence also extends very naturally to models for non-Gaussian
shear where the power spectrum no longer fully specifies the
lensing statistics, allowing us to ultimately exploit more of
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the information content of the lensing fields (given a model
for the non-Gaussian shear statistics). These benefits come
at a cost; whereas the cosmology-independent power spec-
trum posterior represented a highly compressed intermedi-
ate product that could be used for (fast) a posteriori cos-
mological parameter inference, the map-cosmology sampler
assumes a cosmological model from the beginning and hence
needs to be run on the full data-set for each model of inter-
est.
The hierarchical forward model for joint map-cosmology
inference is shown in Fig. ?? and is understood as follows:
the cosmological parameters θ (drawn from some prior)
specify a power spectrum C(θ) from which a realization of
the shear field s is generated, isotropic noise with covariance
T is added to give a realization of the messenger field t and
finally an anisotropic noise component is added with covari-
ance N¯ to realize a noisy shear map d. The parameters θ, s
and t can be sampled by Gibbs sampling in the usual way,
θi+1 ← P (θ|si)
si+1 ← P (s|C(θi+1), t)
ti+1 ← P (t|si+1,d), (19)
where the shear and messenger conditionals are identical to
Eq. (16). Again making the assumption of Gaussian lens-
ing fields, the cosmological parameters only enter via the
power spectrum C ≡ C(θ) and the cosmological parameter
conditional is given by
P (θ|s) ∝ P (s|C(θ))P (θ)
= P (θ)×
∏
`
1√
(2pi)p|C`|
exp
[
−1
2
s†`C
−1
` s`
]
, (20)
where the sub-covariance matrices C` have size p× p. Sam-
pling from the shear and messenger field conditionals is
straightforward (as we saw in §4.1). Drawing samples from
the cosmological parameters is more difficult; due to the non-
linear mapping between the cosmological parameters and
the power spectrum, the conditional P (θ|s) is not a sim-
ple distribution and cannot be sampled straightforwardly
(in contrast to drawing Gaussian and inverse-Wishart vari-
ates in §4.1). Instead, we must resort to an alternative sam-
pling scheme, such as introducing a Metropolis-Hastings
step for the θ parameters. Nonetheless, sampling from the
joint posterior P (θ, s, t|d) reduces to realising Gaussian ran-
dom fields for s and t according to Eq. (16) and a simple
Metropolis-Hastings (MH) step for the cosmological param-
eters θ (which is usually a small number of parameters com-
pared to s and t).
In the map-cosmology inference scheme described above
we have assumed that the signal covariance C is fully
parametrised by cosmological parameters θ. However, (to
leading order) cosmological weak lensing predicts E-mode
power only and as such we have implicitly neglected B-
modes (effectively assuming zero B-mode power). Includ-
ing B-modes in the map-cosmology inference scheme can
be easily achieved by either adding an additional inverse-
Wishart sampling step for the B-mode power spectrum
(cf., Eq. (16)), or including a model for the B-mode power
and extending θ to include the parameters of the B-mode
model alongside the cosmological parameters. In the imple-
mentation of the map-cosmology inference scheme used in
this paper, we consider E-modes only (where B-modes are
rather constrained using the map-power spectrum inference
scheme, cf., §4.1).
Efficient sampling in the low S/N regime
The Gibbs sampling approach described above will jointly
sample the shear map, messenger field and cosmological pa-
rameters. However, in the low signal-to-noise limit Gibbs
sampling is expected to be inefficient; when sampling the
cosmological parameters conditioned on the map θ ←
P (θ|s), the step size will be determined by the cosmic vari-
ance, whilst the full posterior density is determined by the
cosmic variance plus the noise variance. In the limit where
the noise variance is totally dominant over the cosmic vari-
ance, a very large number of samples will be required to
explore the full width of the posterior distribution. Jewell
et al. (2009) made the first concerted effort to formulate a
new sampling algorithm that overcomes the poor efficiency
of the Gibbs sampler at low S/N (for map-power spectrum
sampling) and recently Racine et al. (2015) developed a
map-cosmology sampling scheme that is efficient across the
full range of S/N. Here we will adopt the Racine et al. (2015)
approach, extending their work to include a messenger field
for efficient sampling in the presence of masks.
The Racine et al. (2015) approach replaces the sim-
ple Metropolis-Hastings θ ← P (θ|s) step with a joint
map-cosmological parameter move that proceeds as follows:
propose a new cosmology θi from some proposal density
q(θ|θi−1) and compute the updated power spectrum Ci(θi).
Then we construct a ‘rescaled’ shear map, according to
si = sˆi + C
1/2
i C
−1/2
i−1 (s
i−1 − sˆi−1) (21)
where sˆi is the expectation value of the map-conditional
P (si|Ci, ti−1), i.e., sˆi = (C−1i + T−1)−1T−1ti−1. Finally,
we accept/reject the proposed θi and rescaled map si with
acceptance probability
A = min
[
1,
pi(θi)q(θi−1|θi)P (θi)
pi(θi−1)q(θi|θi−1)P (θi−1)
]
(22)
where P (θ) is the prior on the cosmological parameters,
q(θi|θi−1) is the proposal density and pi(θ) is given by
pi(θ) = exp
[
−1
2
(t− sˆ)†T−1 (t− sˆ)− 1
2
sˆ†C−1sˆ
−1
2
(s− sˆ)†T−1(s− sˆ)
]
.
(23)
For a detailed derivation of the acceptance ratio and a dis-
cussion of deterministic ‘rescaling’ moves in the context of
MCMC (including proof of detailed balance and irreducibil-
ity), see Racine et al. (2015) and Jewell et al. (2009). The full
sampling algorithm for P (θ, s, t|d) can then be summarized
as repeated a sequence of three steps:
ti+1 ← P (t|si,d),
si+1/2 ← P (s|ti+1,C(θi))
{θi+1, si+1} ← A(θ, s|si+1/2,θi),
where A(θ′, s′|s,θ) denotes the joint map-cosmology MH
sampling move described above and we have introduced a
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Figure 4. Schematic demonstration of the joint map-
cosmological parameter move introduced by Racine et al. (2015)
for efficient sampling in the low S/N regime. In this regime, the
width of the joint posterior at fixed s is representative of the cos-
mic variance, whilst the full width of the marginal posterior for C
is determined by the sum of the cosmic and noise variances. Gibbs
sampling (red) is inefficient at exploring the full posterior, since
it is constrained to move along the C and s directions and can
hence only take small steps comparable to the cosmic variance.
In contrast, the joint sampling step proposes a new set of cosmo-
logical parameters (and hence C), and then rescales the map to
bring the {s,C}-pair back into a region of reasonable posterior
density, where it will stand a good chance of being accepted by
Metropolis-Hastings acceptance/rejection.
“half-step” in the shear map sampling, since two map sam-
ples are generated per full Gibbs cycle.
The joint map-cosmology move is designed to be effi-
cient across the full range of S/N. The efficiency of the joint
sampling move can be understood as follows (summarised
schematically in Fig. 4): In the usual Gibbs sampling ap-
proach, when drawing cosmological parameters conditioned
on the map, the step size will be limited by the cosmic vari-
ance. Similarly, constrained map sampling steps too can only
move within the cosmic variance; whilst the full joint pos-
terior is characterised by the cosmic variance plus noise, at
any given Gibbs step the map and cosmological parame-
ters must be consistent with each other to within the cos-
mic variance. In contrast, the joint map-cosmology sampling
step proposes a new set of cosmological parameters (and
hence C), and then re-scales the map to bring the {s,C}-
pair back into a region of reasonable posterior density, where
it will stand a good chance of being accepted by Metropolis-
Hastings acceptance/rejection (see Fig. 4). As such, the joint
map-cosmology move is able to make large steps and explore
the full posterior width efficiently. In the high signal-to-noise
regime, the map-rescaling of Eq. (21) has negligible effect,
and the joint map-cosmology sampling move reduces to a
standard Metropolis-Hastings step in θ (which we expect
to be efficient in the high S/N regime where the posterior
width is dominated by the cosmic variance). For a detailed
pedagogical discussion of the joint map-cosmology sampling
move, see Racine et al. (2015) and Jewell et al. (2009).
Note that whilst we have applied the Racine et al.
(2015) approach to map-cosmology inference, one could ap-
ply the same machinery for efficient map-power spectrum
sampling by employing a joint map-power spectrum MH
sampling move. We leave implementation of this approach to
map-power spectrum sampling to future work, but highlight
that it promises significant gains in sampling efficiency over
the Gibbs sampling approach of §4.1 and should be pursued.
4.2 Model selection for cosmological Gibbs
samplers
When comparing competing models, we would like to com-
pute the odds ratio and perform formal Bayesian model-
comparison. Comparing two modelsMA andMB , the odds
ratio is given by
OAB = P (d|MA)
P (d|MB)
P (MA)
P (MB) (24)
where P (d|M) is the Bayesian evidence (or marginal
likelihood) for a given model, and the prior odds ratio
P (MA)/P (MB) defines our prior relative belief in model
A versus model B – this is typically set to unity if neither
model is preferred a priori, in which case the odds ratio
reduces to the Bayes factor KAB = P (d|MA)/P (d|MB).
A Bayes factor KAB > 1 indicates preference for model A
over model B, and vice versa for KAB < 1. In this work
we follow the quantitative interpretation scheme of Kass &
Raftery (1995) for interpreting the Bayes factors.
In order to compute the Bayes factor we need to eval-
uate the evidence for each model, i.e., the integral of the
likelihood P (d|θ,M) under the prior:
P (d|M) =
∫
P (d|θ,M)P (θ|M)dθ. (25)
Widely used Monte Carlo integration schemes for comput-
ing the evidence (such as nested sampling, Skilling et al.
2006) typically involve direct likelihood evaluations, often
computing the evidence and generating samples from the
likelihood (or posterior) simultaneously. In our case, direct
likelihood calculations are prohibitively expensive, requir-
ing ∼ npix × npix matrix inversions. Gibbs sampling is con-
ceptually different from other MCMC schemes and avoids
this problem altogether since we never actually evaluate the
likelihood (or posterior) directly, rather iteratively drawing
samples from a series of conditional densities. However, since
it doesn’t provide the evidence as a byproduct we need to
seek an alternative way of accessing the evidence.
Chib (1995) suggest a simple method for computing the
evidence from a set of Gibbs samples. Suppose a model has
interesting parameters θ and some latent variables s that
are marginalised over. From Bayes theorem, the evidence is
related to the prior, posterior and likelihood by
P (d|M) = P (d|θ,M)P (θ|M)
P (θ|d,M) , (26)
hence if we can compute the likelihood, prior and (cor-
rectly normalised) posterior at a single point, we are able
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Figure 5. Left: Fractional integrand of the tomographic angular power spectrum coefficients CEE`,αβ as a function of k, showing explicitly
the contribution from different scales to the angular power spectra at the maximum ` probed in this analysis (` = 2000). Right: The
corresponding (fractional) integrals for CEE`,αβ as a function of the upper integration limit (where the C
EE
`,αβ is obtained in the limit k →∞).
Both panels show that by choosing ` 6 2000 we are effectively removing scales k < 5h/Mpc from the analysis, whilst k > 1.5h/Mpc still
make significant contribution at higher multipoles. This statement is robust to the range of ΛCDM parameters allowed under our chosen
prior (cf., §5.3)
to straightforwardly estimate the evidence. The prior and
likelihood are typically readily available (although likelihood
calculations may be expensive in practice), and the posterior
density can be estimated from the Gibbs samples {θ, s}; see
Chib (1995) for optimal estimation of the posterior density
at a point from a set of Gibbs samples using the Blackwell-
Rao estimator.
In the case when we are comparing two models that
are nested, computing the Bayes factor is greatly simplified.
Suppose model MA has parameters θ and model MB has
parameters θ plus some additional parameters φ; if MA
is equivalent to MB with the additional parameters fixed
to some value φ = φ0, models MA and MB are said to be
nested. Assuming the same prior on the common parameters
θ under the two models, the Bayes factor KAB reduces to
(Dickey 1971)
KAB = P (φ0|d,MB)
P (φ0|MB)
. (27)
Hence for nested models (under the same prior), provided
we can estimate the marginal posterior density of the new
parameters at φ = φ0 we can compute the Bayes factor by
Eq. (27) – this is referred to as the Savage-Dickey Density
Ratio. The marginal posterior density P (φ0|d,MB) can be
estimated quickly and accurately from a set of MCMC sam-
ples using a histogram, kernel density estimate (Silverman
1986), or some other density estimation scheme (provided
the dimensionality of φ is not prohibitively large).
For nested models with a different prior on the common
parameters under the two models, we can compute the Bayes
factor from Eq. (26),
KAB = P (θ,φ0|d,MB)P (θ|MA)
P (θ,φ0|MB)P (θ|d,MA)
, (28)
where again the posterior densities can be estimated from
the MCMC samples, and under the assumption of nested
models the likelihood terms from Eq. (26) cancel exactly,
circumventing the need for brute force likelihood evaluation.
In this case we must estimate the posterior densities over the
full parameter spaces θ and (θ,φ).
In this work we only consider models that are (ap-
proximately) nested with ΛCDM and use either the Sav-
age Dickey Density Ratio or Eq. 28 for fast and accurate
evaluation of Bayes factors, using Gaussian kernel density
estimates to estimate the required posterior densities.
5 COSMOLOGICAL MODELS AND
IMPLEMENTATION
5.1 Physical scales
The E-mode tomographic power spectra CEE`,αβ are function-
als of the matter power spectrum, where each ` mode for
a given redshift bin combination probes a range of k-scales
of the matter density field (with high `s and low redshifts
probing higher k modes). In this analysis, we restrict the
` range to limit contributions from theoretically uncertain
baryonic effects in the matter power spectrum at high-k. To
this end, we consider ` 6 2000 for both tomographic bins;
this ensures that no power spectrum coefficient CEE`,αβ picks
up more than ∼ 5% contribution from k > 5h/Mpc (for
any allowed cosmology under the prior), so any anticipated
corrections due to baryonic physics are expected to have a
sub-percent level effect on the highest CEE`,αβ coefficients in-
cluded in our analysis.
Fig. 5 shows the contribution to the CEE`,αβ coefficients
as a function of k at ` = 2000 (for a fiducial Planck 2015
cosmology). We can calculate the contribution from different
k-scales to the CEE`,αβ as follows: The tomographic E-mode
power spectra can be written as integrals (over k) of the
matter power spectrum with a geometric kernel (cf., Eq.
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(8)):
CEE`,αβ = `
−1
∫
dk wα(`/k)wβ(`/k)Pδ(k; `/k)
≡
∫ ∞
0
IEE`,αβ(k)dk. (29)
To explore the contribution to the angular power spectra
as a function of k, we can look at the integrand IEE`,αβ(k).
The integrand is plotted in Fig. 5 for the ` = 2000 mode
for all three cross power spectra (left panel) with the corre-
sponding cumulative integral
∫ k
0
dk′IEE`,αβ(k
′) (right panel).
This shows clearly that the total contribution to the CEE`,αβ
for the ` = 2000 mode picks up almost no contributions
from k > 5h/Mpc where the theoretical uncertainties are
largest — this statement is robust to the range of ΛCDM
parameters allowed under our prior (cf., §5.3). For lower `-
modes, the integrands have similar shapes but are translated
towards lower k.
Compared to previous CFHTLenS analyses, our scale
cuts are less conservative than the k < 1.5h/Mpc cut
employed in the 3D weak lensing analyses of Kitching
et al. (2014), but slightly more conservative than their
k < 5h/Mpc cut since the 3D power spectra have narrower
kernels in k compared to tomography. Our scale cuts are gen-
erally more conservative than correlation function analyses
that suffer from greater mixing of angular scales (Joudaki
et al. 2016; Heymans et al. 2013; Benjamin et al. 2013; Kil-
binger et al. 2013).
5.2 Band powers
For low signal-to-noise small survey-area analyses, the map-
power spectrum Gibbs sampler benefits from binning `
modes together into band powers (Larson et al. 2007; Erik-
sen et al. 2006); by binning ` modes together into a set of
band-powers, we are increasing the effective signal-to-noise
of a reduced set of power spectrum coefficients, hence im-
proving the sampling efficiency. However, this binning re-
quires the assumption of a fiducial band-power shape – this
is ultimately an approximation and should be avoided in an
optimal map-power spectrum analysis aimed at high quality
cosmological parameter inferences. In this work we reserve
cosmological parameter inference for the map-cosmology in-
ference scheme — as such, in our map-power spectrum infer-
ence implementation we allow ourselves to bin ` modes into
a number of broad band-powers of width ∆` = 200 (with
the exception of the lowest bin which spans ` = 30− 200).
We specify a fiducial shape inside each E-mode band-
power CF` = C
EE
`,00 corresponding to low redshift bin auto-
power computed for a Planck 2015 (Planck Collaboration
et al. 2015) cosmology, i.e., the power spectrum inside band
B takes the form
C` = CBC
F
` . (30)
We assume flat band powers for the B-modes. Previous
CFHTLenS analyses have found no evidence for parity vi-
olating EB-correlations, so we will neglect EB correlations
in this study but note that recovery of EB power using the
Bayesian methods developed here is straightforward (Alsing
et al. 2016).
Importantly, note that for the map-cosmology inference
approach we do not bin into band powers and treats each
`-mode distinctly — we will use this ‘band-power approxi-
mation free’ approach for the final cosmological parameter
inferences presented in this work.
5.3 Cosmological models
Our baseline model is a flat ΛCDM cosmology with five free
parameters: ln(1010AS), Ωm, Ωb, h and ns, denoting the
amplitude of scalar fluctuations, matter and baryon den-
sity parameters, Hubble constant and scalar spectral index
respectively. Following Planck Collaboration et al. (2015)
we include two massless and one massive neutrino with
mν = 0.06eV in our baseline model (i.e., a normal mass
hierarchy and single dominant mass eigenstate).
In the first extension to ΛCDM we consider a model
with three degenerate massive neutrinos, with the total
neutrino mass
∑
mν as an additional (sixth) free param-
eter (neglecting the small differences in mass expected
from the observed mass splittings). We will denote this
model ΛCDM+mν . The detection of neutrino oscillations
has firmly established that neutrinos have mass, constrain-
ing the differences of the square masses between neutrino
species ∆m213 and ∆m
2
23 and establishing a minimum total
neutrino mass
∑
mν & 0.06eV (see e.g., Forero, Tortola &
Valle (2012) for a review). Whilst our baseline model as-
sumes a normal mass hierarchy with minimal mass (and a
single dominant mass eigenstate), constraints on ∆m213 and
∆m223 alone allow for many other scenarios, including a de-
generate hierarchy with
∑
mν & 0.1eV or an inverted hier-
archy (see e.g., Lesgourgues et al. 2006). At the present time
there are no compelling theoretical or empirical reasons to
prefer any of these possibilities over another, and as such
allowing for non-minimal neutrino masses is one of the most
well-motivated extensions to the baseline model. Constraints
on total neutrino mass from cosmology are already signifi-
cantly stronger than those from tritium beta decay experi-
ments, with CMB observations combined with baryon acous-
tic oscillations constraining
∑
mν < 0.17eV (95%) (Planck
Collaboration et al. 2015) compared to
∑
mν < 6eV (95%)
from beta decay experiments (Drexlin et al. 2013) (although
some caution is deserved, since the cosmology-derived lim-
its are highly model dependent). Upper and lower limits on
the total neutrino mass from beta decay and neutrino os-
cillation experiments nonetheless provide a well-motivated
prior range for the total neutrino mass
∑
mν ∈ [0.06, 6] eV,
adopted in this work.
In the second extension, we include the possibility of a
redshift-dependent bias on the CFHTLenS photo-z measure-
ments. In an analysis of cross-correlations between photo-
metric CFHTLenS galaxies and spectroscopic BOSS galax-
ies in overlapping regions, Choi et al. (2015) find evidence
for a redshift dependent bias in the CFHTLenS photo-zs.
In a 3D cosmic shear power spectrum analysis, Kitching
et al. (2016) also find suggestions of a significant photo-z
bias (assuming a fixed Planck 2015 cosmology). Joudaki
et al. (2016) find some support for photo-z biases too,
where including a model for photo-z bias improved their
reported tension with Planck and flexible photo-z biases
(combined with other systematics) were preferred by the
CFHTLenS data. In light of these studies, models includ-
ing photo-z biases are an important and well-motivated ex-
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tension to the baseline model for CFHTLenS. Following
Kitching et al. (2016), we model the photo-z as having a
linear redshift dependent bias ∆z(zphot) = p2(zphot − p1),
so the tomographic redshfit distributions shift according to
nα(z)→ nα(z −∆z(z))/
∫
nα(z −∆z(z))dz (taking care to
renormalise the distributions after the shift). We treat p2
and p1 as additional free parameters with flat priors over
p1 ∈ [−0.5, 0.5] and p2 ∈ [−0.5, 0.5] and denote this model
ΛCDM+∆z.
We do not attempt to model baryonic suppression of
the power spectrum on small scales. This may be justified
since we cut small scales quite aggressively from our analy-
sis, only considering ` 6 2000. Furthermore Kitching et al.
(2016) find no strong evidence for baryonic suppression in
the CFHTLenS data when analysed with a Planck 2015
prior on the cosmology, and Ko¨hlinger et al. (2016) (employ-
ing the same tomographic binning and a similar scale-cut to
our work) also find that models with baryonic suppression
are not preferred by the CFHTLenS data, finding an am-
plitude of baryon suppression consistent with zero. We also
neglect intrinsic alignments in our analysis, since for the
broad redshift bins used in this analysis the intrinsic align-
ment contamination to the power spectra is expected to be
at the percent-level or smaller (Benjamin et al. 2013; Sifo´n
et al. 2015; Ko¨hlinger et al. 2016).
Throughout this work we use camb4 to compute the
non-linear matter power spectrum and assume priors as out-
lined in the following section.
5.4 Priors
ΛCDM and neutrino mass priors
Under all of the models considered in this work we as-
sume flat priors for the ΛCDM cosmological parameters
over the following ranges: ln(1010AS) ∈ [0, 20], Ωm ∈ [0, 1],
Ωb ∈ [0, 0.1], h ∈ [0.4, 1.0] and ns ∈ [0.7, 1.3]. For the
ΛCDM+mν model we take a flat prior on the total neu-
trino mass
∑
mν ∈ [0.06, 6] eV, where the upper limit is
motivated by tritium beta-decay experiments (Drexlin et al.
2013) and the lower limit from neutrino oscillations.
Photo-z bias priors
For the photo-z bias model ΛCDM+∆z we consider two
priors on the photo-z bias parameters p1 and p2. Firstly,
we consider a broad flat prior p1 ∈ [−0.5, 0.5] and p2 ∈
[−0.5, 0.5], conservatively assuming little a priori knowledge
of the bias parameters. Secondly, we use the CFHTLenS
photo-z bias constraints from Choi et al. (2015) to construct
a well-motivated informative prior over p1 and p2 based on
independent measurements.
Choi et al. (2015) performed a cross-correlation analy-
sis of CFHTLenS photometric galaxies with BOSS spectro-
scopic sources to constrain a mean photo-z bias ∆z in five
redshift bins – their measurements are summarised in Table
1. We use their measurements to constrain our linear photo-
z bias parameters p1 and p2 as follows: The mean photo-z
bias in redshift bin α for a given value of p1 and p2 is given
4 http://camb.info version 2015
Table 1. Measurements of the mean photo-z bias in five red-
shift bins from Choi et al. (2015) and the resulting constraints on
photo-z bias parameters p1 and p2 for the model ∆z = p2(z−p1),
assuming independent Gaussian errors on the measurements and
broad uniform priors for p1 and p2.
Measurements from Choi et al. (2015)
∆z1 0.15 < zB < 0.29 −0.037+0.009−0.010
∆z2 0.29 < zB < 0.43 −0.016+0.008−0.008
∆z3 0.43 < zB < 0.57 0.007
+0.006
−0.006
∆z4 0.57 < zB < 0.70 0.049
+0.010
−0.010
∆z5 0.70 < zB < 0.90 0.036
+0.016
−0.013
Resulting constraints on p1 and p2
mean p1 0.45
mean p2 -0.16
cov(p1, p1) 0.00064
cov(p1, p2) -0.0001
cov(p2, p2) 0.00065
by ∆¯zα(p1, p2) =
∑
zB∈α p2(zB − p1), where the sum is per-
formed over the bpz photo-zs for the CFHTLenS sources
in each redshift bin. Assuming independent Gaussian errors
on the ∆z measurements we can construct the posterior dis-
tribution of p1 and p2 given their measurements (assuming
wide uniform priors):
P (p1, p2|{∆zα}) ∝
∏
α
exp
[
−1
2
(∆¯zα(p1, p2)−∆zα)2/σ2α
]
.
(31)
The posterior on p1 and p2 from the Choi et al. (2015) mea-
surements is well approximated by a bivariate Gaussian with
mean and covariance given in Table 1. These constraints
provide a well-motivated informative Gaussian prior on the
photo-z bias parameters from an independent analysis.
5.5 Comparison with Planck
When comparing results from CFHTLenS against cosmic
microwave background measurements from Planck (Planck
Collaboration et al. 2015), we consider combined CMB tem-
perature and low-` polarization constraints, which we will re-
fer to simply as Planck 2015. We do not consider small scale
polarization or CMB lensing measurements in this analysis.
6 RESULTS
6.1 Demonstration on simulations
Before analysing the CFHTLenS data, we want to demon-
strate the map-cosmology sampling scheme on simulations
(the map-power spectrum inference scheme was demon-
strated on realistic shear simulations in Alsing et al. 2016).
To this end, we run the map-cosmology sampling algorithm
on two types of simulation: (1) a Gaussian shear simulation
with no mask and isotropic noise, for which comparison with
an exact (analytically and numerically tractable) posterior is
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Figure 6. Demonstration of the map-cosmology inference scheme on simulated data. Left: Recovered posterior distribution of σ8 using
the map-cosmology sampling scheme (black dashed) compared to the corresponding exact posterior density (orange), from a Gaussian
shear simulation with no mask and isotropic noise (where comparison with the exact posterior is numerically tractable). The exact
posterior is well recovered by the map-cosmology sampler. Right: Recovered posterior distribution of σ8 and Ωm from a shear simulation
with lognormal lensing statistics and comparable signal-to-noise, mask and survey area to CFHTLenS. The contours represent 68 and
95% credible intervals and the black cross indicates the input value. The cosmological parameters are well recovered from the simulated
data.
possible, and (2) a (more realistic) lognormal shear simula-
tion with comparable mask, survey-area and signal-to-noise
to CFHTLenS.
Comparison to exact (analytical) posterior inference
In the idealised case of isotropic noise N = σ2I, trivial sur-
vey geometry and no mask (and assuming Gaussian fields),
the posterior distribution of the cosmological parameters can
be readily computed exactly from the data:
P (θ|d) ∝
∏ 1
|C`(θ) + N`|
n`
2
e−
1
2
tr[D`(C`(θ)+N`)−1] × P (θ),
(32)
where n` = (
∑
|`|=`) is the number of Fourier modes con-
tributing to mode `, D` =
∑
|`|=` d`d
†
` (i.e., the outer prod-
uct of Fourier modes of the data for a given ` mode) and
N` = σ
2Inbins×nbins is the noise covariance for mode ` (iden-
tical for all modes under the assumption of isotropic noise).
This idealised case allows us to compare the Bayesian sam-
pling schemes against an analytically and numerically acces-
sible exact posterior density.
To demonstrate the map-cosmology sampling scheme
in this idealised case, we generated a Gaussian shear field
realisation over a 150 square degree patch, taking the
tomographic redshift distributions constructed from the
CFHTLenS data (cf., Fig. 1), assuming a Planck 2015
ΛCDM cosmology and pixelised into 87 × 87 pixels to re-
strict scales to ` 6 2000. We add isotropic Gaussian noise
assuming an ellipticity dispersion of σ = 0.279 per com-
ponent and the same mean source density as CFHTLenS
(averaged into a constant noise-covariance value across both
tomographic slices). The map-cosmology sampler was then
run on the simulated noisy shear maps to recover σ8
5. The
recovered posterior density for σ8 and the exact posterior
computed from Eq. (32) are shown in Fig. 6 (left panel);
the exact posterior is clearly well recovered by the map-
cosmology sampling scheme.
As far as the Bayesian sampling scheme is concerned,
extension to anisotropic noise and non-trivial mask is
conceptually and numerically simple; the isotropic and
anisotropic noise covariances T and N¯ are just replaced ac-
cordingly (cf., §4). Both of these matrices will still be sim-
ple diagonal matrices in the pixel domain6, so anisotropic
noise and mask are not expected to introduce any further
numerical complications. Hence, recovery of the exact pos-
terior density in the simplified case shown in Fig. 6 (left) is
a strong test of the algorithm.
Demonstration on lognormal shear simulations
In addition to the idealised case of Gaussian fields with
isotropic noise and no mask, we would like to demonstrate
5 In the idealised case of isotropic noise and no mask, the mes-
senger field (cf., §4) is superfluous. However, to test all elements
of the algorithm, we keep the messenger field sampling step and
partition the noise covariance N = σ2I according to T = τI and
N¯ = N−T with τ = 0.9σ2.
6 The noise covariances are diagonal assuming uncorrelated pixel
noise. Note that intrinsic alignments should be treated as an ad-
ditional contribution to the signal covariance C rather than as
correlations in the pixel-noise covariances, cf., Alsing et al. (2016).
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the map-cosmology sampler on a more realistic shear sim-
ulation with comparable characteristics to the CFHTLenS
data. To this end, we construct a lognormal shear field simu-
lation, with anisotropic noise and a complicated mask (com-
parable to the CFHTLenS data).
We generate a lognormal random shear field realisa-
tion from a set of input power spectra as follows: Firstly,
the input convergence power spectrum is Fourier (Hankel)
transformed to real-space convergence correlation functions
CEE`,αβ → ξαβ(θ). These correlation functions are then trans-
formed according to ξ → ln [1 + ξ/a2]; this is the closed-
form relation between the correlation functions of a lognor-
mal field and that of the associated logarithmically trans-
formed Gaussian random field (see e.g., Hilbert, Hartlap &
Schneider 2011; Joachimi, Taylor & Kiessling 2011). The
lognormal parameter a is fixed to a = 0.012, consistent with
findings from the Millennium simulations (Hilbert, Hartlap
& Schneider 2011). The correlation functions of the Gaus-
sianised (i.e., log-transformed) fields are then transformed
back to power spectra and from this set of Gaussianised
power spectra, we generate correlated Gaussian random
fields for the two tomographic slices. The resulting fields
are then exponentiated to produce lognormally distributed
convergence fields whose two-point statistics (and correla-
tions) match the input power spectra. Finally, shear fields
are derived from the convergence fields from their simple
relation in Fourier space: γ` = e
2iϕ`κ`, with tanϕ` = `x/`y.
As before, we simulate a 150 square degree patch pix-
elized into 87 × 87 pixels to restrict the analysis to modes
with ` 6 2000 and assume a fiducial Planck 2015 cosmology.
We add (anisotropic) Gaussian noise to each pixel, assuming
a mean source density of 15 galaxies per square arc-minute
in each redshift bin, with Poisson distributed source num-
bers per pixel and an ellipticity dispersion of σe = 0.279 per
component. To simulate the effects of the survey mask, we
mask out ten randomly positioned one square degree patches
to mimic exclusion of “bad fields”, and 20 circular patches
of radius 6 arc-minutes to mimic masking of (larger) point
sources.
We applied the map-cosmology inference scheme to the
lognormal simulations and recover cosmological parameters.
We ran ten independent MCMC chains of 100,000 steps, en-
suring a Gelman-Rubin statistic of R < 1.03 for all ΛCDM
parameters (Gelman & Rubin 1992). The marginal poste-
rior density in σ8 and Ωm is shown in Fig. 6 (right panel)
from a single lognormal simulation realisation; the cosmolog-
ical parameters are well recovered from the simulated data.
We leave an extensive code verification and stress-testing
program using a very large number of simulations to fu-
ture work, but nonetheless Fig. 6 demonstrates the map-
cosmology inference scheme is able to recover cosmological
parameters from realistic weak lensing simulations.
6.2 CFHTLenS power spectra
We ran the map-power spectrum inference algorithm on the
pixelized CFHTLenS maps described in §2.1, running ten
independent Gibbs chains of 500,000 samples each. Conver-
gence was assessed by ensuring the Gelman-Rubin statistic
R < 1.03 in all parameters.
The recovered E-mode power spectra are shown in
Fig. 7, where the posterior inference is summarised by 68
(orange) and 95% (grey) credible regions and the best-fit
ΛCDM model is shown in red (see §6.4); the inferred E-
mode power spectra are well described by the ΛCDM fit.
These band-power posteriors can in principle be used to
infer cosmological parameters, provided we can (a) accu-
rately smooth the samples to reconstruct the posterior den-
sity P (C|d), and (b) make an appropriate mapping from
theory predicted {C`} to band-power coefficients. We leave
cosmological parameter inference from the power spectrum
samples to future work, appealing to the map-cosmology in-
ference scheme (that circumvents both of these steps) for
inferring cosmological parameters in this paper.
The recovered B-mode posteriors are summarized in
Fig. 7. On scales ` & 400 the B-modes are broadly consistent
with zero, with some scatter. Also note the requirement that
the B-mode auto-power spectra are positive semi-definite
leads to positively skewed posterior densities. On large scales
` < 400 there appears to be a non-negligible B-mode signal.
This is in line with Asgari et al. (2016) who report a (statis-
tically) significant detection of B-modes in CFHTLenS on
scales θ > 40′, which roughly corresponds to ` . 300.
Note that the B-mode inference summarised in Fig. 7
assumed a uniform prior P (C) ∝ const. over the B-mode
power spectra. This is not necessarily the most agnostic
(uninformative) prior choice, and we would ideally rather
take the reference prior P (C) ∝ |C + N|−(p+1)/2 (Daniels
& Kass 1999). However, owing to the fact that C and N
are not sparse in the same basis7 this prior is prohibitively
expensive to compute, involving an ∼ npix×npix matrix de-
terminant at each sampling step. However, in cases where
the B-mode signal is constrained to be well below the noise-
level N  CBB the effect of assuming a uniform prior over
the formally uninformative reference prior may be small. A
thorough analysis of the B-mode posteriors should perform
model-selection on E- and B-mode models versus E-mode
only, with an appropriately motivated or uninformative prior
on the B-modes. Alternatively, one could fit the recovered
B-mode power spectra with a parametrised model (along-
side the cosmological parameters), if a well-motivated model
was available. We leave detailed analysis of the cosmic shear
B-modes in a Bayesian context to future work.
The correlation matrix of the poste-
rior samples organised into a vector C =
(CEEB,11, C
EE
B,12, C
EE
B,22, C
BB
B,11, C
BB
B,12, C
BB
B,22, . . . ) is shown in
Fig. 8, where the grid indicates the ten band-powers.
The 3 × 3 highly correlated blocks along the diagonal
represent strong correlations between the three E-mode
tomographic cross power spectra within each band, as we
would expect. There is little (. 0.1) correlation between the
band powers, so a cosmological analysis of the band-powers
(not attempted here) could take the band-powers as being
independent to a reasonably good approximation. The
correlation between E- and B-modes is also very small
– this indicates that whilst the presence of B-modes on
large scales might be alarming (indicating residual unac-
counted for systematics in the CFHTLenS data), formally
marginalizing over B-modes should have a negligible effect
on the final parameter inference. Therefore, we are justified
7 Recall that C is sparse in Fourier space, whilst N is sparse in
pixel space.
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Figure 7. Recovered posteriors for the E- and B-mode tomographic power spectra from CFHTLenS, summarised by 68% (orange)
and 95% (grey) credible intervals. The best-fit (maximum posterior) ΛCDM model is shown in red (obtained from the map-cosmology
sampling scheme applied to the CFHTLenS data, c.f., §6.4).
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Figure 8. Correlation matrix of the posterior band power sam-
ples from CFHTLenS. E/B-mode band powers are organized into
a vector: C = (CEEB,11, C
EE
B,12, C
EE
B,22, C
BB
B,11, C
BB
B,12, C
BB
B,22, . . . ). The
correlations between adjacent E-mode band powers are typically
. 0.1 and the correlations between the E- and B-mode inferences
are small.
(to a good approximation) in ignoring B-modes in the
map-cosmology inference scheme implementation in this
work.
6.3 CFHTLenS shear maps
The recovered shear maps for the four CFHTLenS fields are
shown in Fig. 9-10 – these figures show the posterior means
and variances for the γ1 and γ2 components respectively. For
the first time, we are able to obtain full posterior inference
of shear maps from a weak lensing survey. Furthermore, the
inferred maps are cosmology independent (notwithstand-
ing the band-power approximations that can be straightfor-
wardly lifted in future analyses) and formally marginalised
over our a priori uncertainty in the shear power spectrum.
The Bayesian inference schemes implemented in this work
can also be used to obtain tighter, cosmology-dependent in-
ference of the weak lensing fields by simply assuming a prior
on the cosmological parameters or shear power spectra. Such
an analysis would formally marginalise over any remaining
prior uncertainties on the cosmological parameters.
Note that the posterior means shown in Fig. 9-10 might
not be optimal (or even unbiased) estimators of the true
shear maps. For example, the recovered posterior mean map
in the masked regions is visibly oversmoothed – this is ex-
pected, since the posterior mean can be thought of as a com-
bination of a large number of Wiener filtered maps, which
in the low S/N regime are expected to be oversmoothed and
in the limit of infinite noise (i.e., mask) are completely sup-
pressed (Alsing et al. 2016). We emphasize that future scien-
tific applications exploiting shear map inferences should use
the full posterior distributions of the shear or convergence in
each pixel, or develop a well-motivated estimator from the
posterior samples.
The posterior variance in the masked regions (cf., Fig.
2) is higher than in unmasked regions, as expected. How-
ever, the variation of the posterior-variance across the fields
is surprisingly small. This can be understood as follows: The
shear maps are assumed to be zero mean fields with covari-
ance C. Since the total variance of the data is given by the
signal plus noise covariances C+N and the noise covariance
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 9. Recovered posterior mean and variance for the γ1 maps in the four CFHTLenS fields and two tomographic bins. The
corresponding γ2 maps are shown in Fig. 10
is known (and fixed), the sample covariance of the data puts
a reasonably hard upper limit on the signal covariance. This
in turn puts an upper limit on the variance of the true under-
lying shear field, and hence on the posterior variance of the
inferred fields. For the CFHTLenS data the signal-to-noise
per pixel is very low across the whole map and the shear
variance per pixel is close to saturated everywhere; hence
the posterior variance in masked regions where almost all of
the information is coming from the prior may only be mod-
erately higher than in unmasked regions where the data are
still relatively uninformative. Recall that since the power
spectrum is formally marginalised over in the map inference
P (s|d), the prior on the map P (s|C) at each sampling step
ultimately has no impact on the inferred shear maps, other
than through imposing the assumption of Gaussian (zero
mean) fields. The (hyper) prior on the power spectrum P (C)
(which is marginalised over), on the other hand, will have
some impact on the inferred shear fields and a maximally
agnostic analysis should take a reference prior for the power
spectrum (Daniels & Kass 1999).
6.4 CFHTLenS cosmological parameters
We infer cosmological parameters from the CFHTLenS data
using the map-cosmology Gibbs sampling scheme for the
three models described in §5.3: a baseline flat-ΛCDM and
two extensions including total neutrino mass and photo-z
bias parameters as additional free parameters respectively.
For each model, we ran ten chains of 100,000 steps, ensuring
convergence using the usual Gelman-Rubin test R < 1.03.
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Figure 10. Recovered posterior mean and variance for the γ2 maps in the four CFHTLenS fields and two tomographic bins.
Recovered cosmological parameters are summarised in Table
2 and Fig. 11-16, and Bayesian model comparison results are
summarised in Table 3.
6.4.1 Baseline flat-ΛCDM model
The recovered cosmological parameters for the baseline flat-
ΛCDM model are shown in Fig. 118 and summarized in Ta-
ble 2. The contours represent 68 and 95% credible intervals
and the vertical dashed lines on the 1D marginals indicate
16th, 50th and 84th percentiles. The lensing power spectrum
8 Fig. 11, 13 and 15 were made using a customized version of
corner.py (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2014).
is most sensitive to the scalar amplitude and matter density
but with substantial degeneracy between the two, whereas
the combination S8 = σ8(Ωm/0.3)
0.5 is more strongly con-
strained (following Abbott et al. 2015). Meanwhile, Ωb, h
and ns are almost unconstrained by the CFHTLenS data
with the scale cuts and two broad tomographic bins taken
in this analysis.
In Fig. 12 we compare our constraints on (σ8,Ωm) and
on the combination S8 = σ8(Ωm/0.3)
0.5 to the previous
7-bin correlation function analysis of CFHTLenS (Joudaki
et al. 2016) and to Planck 2015. Our results are consistent
with Joudaki et al. (2016), and under the same prior as-
sumptions9 the constraining power of the analyses is com-
9 Joudaki et al. (2016) assume a narrower flat priors on the scalar
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Figure 11. Recovered 1D and 2D marginal posteriors for the five parameter flat-ΛCDM model from CFHTLenS, using the joint map-
cosmology inference scheme. The contours of the 2D marginals represent 68 and 95% credible regions respectively, and the dashed lines
of the 1D marginals indicate the 16th, 50th and 84th percentiles.
parable; Joudaki et al. (2016) estimate correlation functions
in seven tomographic redshift bins and binned at seven an-
gular scales, whereas our analysis splits the data into only
two tomographic bins but makes more complete use of an-
gular information, making no binning of angular scales.
Fig. 12 shows that both Joudaki et al. (2016) and our
work are in tension with Planck 2015 at the level of ∼ 2σ,
with our results showing slightly worse tension with Planck
amplitude lnAS ∈ [2.3, 5.0], Hubble parameter h ∈ [0.61, 0.81] and
Baryon density Ωbh
2 ∈ [0.013, 0.033].
than Joudaki et al. (2016). Tension between Planck and
CFHTLenS in the σ8-Ωm plane under the flat-ΛCDM model
have been widely reported in previous CFHTLenS analy-
ses, with Joudaki et al. (2016) (7-bin correlation function),
Heymans et al. (2013) (6-bin correlation function), Kitching
et al. (2014) (3D power spectrum), Benjamin et al. (2013)
(2-bin correlation function), and Kilbinger et al. (2013) (1-
bin correlation function) all reporting some level of tension.
This tension is interesting because it could indicate evidence
for extensions to the baseline-ΛCDM model, or unaccounted
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for systematics in the CFHTLenS and/or Planck data (both
of which are of interest for future cosmological analyses).
Many attempts have been made to explain and/or alle-
viate this tension. Joudaki et al. (2016) report that the dis-
cordance can be alleviated by marginalising over three addi-
tional systematic effects in the weak lensing analysis – intrin-
sic alignments, baryonic suppression on the small-scale mat-
ter power spectrum and photo-z biases – with reasonably
broad priors on all three effects (where none of the system-
atics were individually able to relieve the tension), but the
flexible systematics model is disfavoured by the CFHTLenS
data. MacCrann et al. (2015) report that inclusion of an
additional (sterile) neutrino is able to alleviate the tension,
although this more flexible model is disfavoured by the data,
whilst including a massive neutrino or baryonic suppression
does little to relieve the discordance. Meanwhile, Kitching
et al. (2014) and Ko¨hlinger et al. (2016) find that aggres-
sively cutting small scales from the weak lensing analysis
brings the resulting weak lensing constraints (with substan-
tially larger error bars) into agreement with Planck. There
may be residual systematic effects in the Planck data, too,
that are responsible for at least some of the tension (see
e.g., Addison et al. 2015; Spergel, Flauger & Hlozˇek 2015).
Meanwhile, recent cosmic shear analysis of the Dark Energy
Survey (DES) science verification data is consistent with
both CFHTLenS and Planck (Abbott et al. 2015) (with
∼ 30% larger error bars compared to CFHTLenS), whilst
constraints from the Kilo Degree Survey (KiDS) cosmic
shear are consistent with CFHTLenS and in similar ∼ 2σ
tension with Planck (Hildebrandt et al. 2016). At this time
the jury is still out on the source of the tension between
Planck and CFHTLenS weak lensing.
6.4.2 Massive neutrinos
Fig. 13 shows the recovered cosmological parameters for the
ΛCDM+mν model including three degenerate massive neu-
trinos with total mass
∑
mν . From the CFHTLenS data
alone we obtain a weak upper limit on the total neutrino
mass of
∑
mν < 4.6eV (95%). In comparison, Planck 2015
report an upper limit of
∑
mν < 0.23eV (95%) from CMB
observations alone, and combined CMB and BAO measure-
ments constrain
∑
mν < 0.17eV.
In Fig. 14 we see that including massive neutrino masses
does little to alleviate tensions with Planck, having a rela-
tively modest impact on the (σ8,Ωm) inferences. The log
Bayes factor for ΛCDM+mν versus ΛCDM is 2 lnK = −0.3,
weakly supporting ΛCDM; the CFHTLenS data alone do
not prefer a non-minimal neutrino mass (Table 3).
When computing the Bayes factor for ΛCDM+mν ver-
sus ΛCDM in Table 3, we approximate the two models as
being nested. Strictly speaking the model with three massive
neutrinos does not quite map continuously on to the baseline
model (with only one massive neutrino). However, the differ-
ence in the tomographic power spectra between the baseline
model and the degenerate neutrino model with
∑
mν = 0.06
is small; within the constraining power of CFHTLenS, this
difference is negligible and under a flat prior on the ΛCDM
parameters the Savage Dickey Density Ratio is a good ap-
proximation for the Bayes factor.
6.4.3 Photo-z bias
Fig. 15 shows the recovered cosmological parameters for
the ΛCDM+∆z model including a linear bias model ∆z =
p2(z − p1) for the photo-z (described in §5.3), following
indications from previous studies that CFHTLenS may
suffer from redshift dependent photo-z bias (Choi et al.
2015; Kitching et al. 2016; Joudaki et al. 2016). Using
the CFHTLenS data alone, we find that p1 = −0.25+0.53−0.60
and p2 = −0.15+0.17−0.15. Both parameters are consistent with
zero. For comparison, Kitching et al. (2016) (assuming a
fixed Planck cosmology) found p1 = 0.26 ± 0.05 and p2 =
−0.25± 0.06, and Choi et al. (2015) found p1 = 0.45± 0.05
and p2 = −0.16 ± 0.05. Whilst the broad constraints on p1
and p2 from the CFHTLenS data alone are consistent with
both previous studies, it appears that the CFHTLenS data,
assumption of a Planck cosmology and cross-correlation be-
tween CFHTLenS and BOSS are pulling the photo-z pa-
rameters in somewhat different directions; notably, the con-
straints from Choi et al. (2015) and the values found by
Kitching et al. (2016) required to bring about concordance
with Planck are in tension.
In Fig. 16 we see that under a broad flat prior (left
panel), the addition of the two additional photo-z bias pa-
rameters alleviates tension with Planck through a substan-
tial increase in the error bars. Meanwhile, under the in-
formative Gaussian prior on (p1, p2) as derived from the
CFHTLenS-BOSS cross correlation analysis of (Choi et al.
2015) (cf., §5.4), the modification to the (Ωm, σ8)-constraints
is more modest; the contours are shifted slightly towards
Planck but the tension remains. Comparing the log Bayes
factor for ΛCDM+∆z versus ΛCDM we find that the
CFHTLenS data alone do not prefer the ΛCDM+∆z model
under either the flat or informative prior (Table 3). In fact,
the photo-z bias model is slightly more disfavoured under
the informative prior than the flat prior; this is due to the
fact that the photo-z bias values found by Choi et al. (2015)
fall in a region of relatively low posterior density from our
analysis of the CFHTLenS data alone (cf., Fig. 15). Lack of
preference for ΛCDM+∆z over the baseline model is consis-
tent with the analysis in Joudaki et al. (2016).
7 COMPUTATIONAL COST AND
PROSPECTS FOR FUTURE LARGE-AREA
SURVEYS
In this section we consider the computational cost of the
Bayesian inference schemes relative to the traditional ap-
proach of sampling cosmological parameters from a like-
lihood built from an estimator for the 2-point statistics
(i.e., the power spectrum or correlation function). We con-
sider a future large-area survey analysis performed on the
full curved-sky (i.e., with Fourier transforms replaced with
spherical harmonic transforms) with 10 tomographic bins
and a resolution of `max = 4096. We will argue that the
Bayesian schemes are expected to be of comparable cost to
traditional methods and thus represent a practical approach
for upcoming large-area surveys such as Euclid and LSST.
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Figure 12. Comparison of constraints in σ8-Ωm (left) and S8 = σ8(Ωm/0.3)0.5 (right) for the previous CFHTLenS analysis of Joudaki
et al. (2016) (7-bin tomography; blue), Planck 2015 (black) and the present work (2-bin tomography) under the broad flat priors described
in §5.4 (grey dashed) and under the same prior assumptions9 as Joudaki et al. (2016) (red). The contours in the left panel show 68 and
95% credible regions.
Table 2. Marginal parameter constraints on the cosmological parameters from CFHTLenS for the three models considered: baseline (flat)
ΛCDM and two extensions including total neutrino mass and photo-z bias parameters as additional free parameters respectively. The
maximum posterior values and 68% credible intervals are given. The quantity S8 is defined as S8 = σ8(Ωm/0.3)0.5 and the “informative”
prior for the ΛCDM+∆z model refers to the Gaussian prior on the photo-z bias parameters derived from the CFHTLenS-BOSS cross-
correlation analysis of Choi et al. (2015) (cf., Table 1). Flat priors are defined in §5.4.
Model Prior σ8 S8 ln(1010AS) Ωm
∑
mν p1 p2
ΛCDM Flat 0.69+0.23−0.17 0.67
+0.03
−0.03 2.89
+1.20
−1.14 0.23
+0.14
−0.10 - - -
ΛCDM+mν Flat 0.60
+0.20
−0.15 0.67
+0.04
−0.04 2.79
+1.41
−1.23 0.26
+0.19
−0.12 < 4.6(95%) - -
ΛCDM+∆z Flat 0.63+0.28−0.09 0.70
+0.16
−0.12 2.38
+1.50
−0.75 0.20
+0.22
−0.09 - −0.25+0.53−0.60 −0.15+0.17−0.15
ΛCDM+∆z Informative 0.70+0.18−0.13 0.70
+0.03
−0.03 2.80
+1.22
−1.22 0.24
+0.16
−0.09 - 0.45
+0.02
−0.03 −0.17+0.03−0.01
Table 3. Model comparison of the baseline ΛCDM and two ex-
tended models, with three degenerate massive neutrinos and (red-
shfit dependent) photo-z biases respectively. The log Bayes fac-
tor 2lnK is given for ΛCDM versus the extended model, and we
adopt the quantitative Bayes factor interpretation scheme of Kass
& Raftery (1995).
Model Prior 2 lnK Interpretation
ΛCDM+mν Flat -0.3 Support for ΛCDM
ΛCDM+∆z Flat -0.45 Support for ΛCDM
ΛCDM+∆z Informative -0.73 Support for ΛCDM
Map-cosmology sampling
When comparing the relative cost of two MCMC sampling
methods there are two key considerations: cost per MCMC
sample and the MCMC correlation length. The total cost
per independent sample is the cost per sample multiplied by
the correlation length.
Racine et al. (2015) demonstrated that the map-
cosmology inference scheme provides MCMC chains with
comparable correlation lengths (within a factor of 2) com-
pared to running state-of-the-art cosmology samplers (e.g.,
cosmoMC; Lewis & Bridle 2002) on the Planck likelihood.
Since the sampling scheme presented here and in Racine
et al. (2015) is designed to be (roughly) invariant with re-
spect to signal-to-noise, we also expect comparable corre-
lation lengths for weak lensing applications (although we
do not attempt a direct comparison here). With compa-
rable correlation lengths, the remaining main difference in
cost between the map-cosmology sampler and traditional
estimator-likelihood sampling is the cost per MCMC sam-
ple.
When sampling estimator-likelihoods, the cost per sam-
ple is dominated by computing the lensing power spectra
at each step (via the non-linear matter power spectrum).
For the current state-of-the-art weak lensing analysis code
cosmosis (Zuntz et al. 2015) operating at tolerances re-
quired for the Dark Energy Survey (DES), computing tomo-
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Figure 13. Recovered 1D and 2D marginal posteriors for the ΛCDM+mν model from CFHTLenS, with three degenerate massive
neutrinos of total mass
∑
mν . The contours of the 2D marginals represent 68 and 95% credible regions respectively, and the dashed
lines of the 1D marginals indicate the 16th, 50th and 84th percentiles. The CFHTLenS data constrains the total neutrino mass to∑
mν < 4.6eV at 95% credibility.
graphic power spectra for an nbins = 10 bin analysis costs
∼ 50 CPU seconds on a high-end 2016 CPU. For the map-
cosmology inference scheme, there are two main costs per
MCMC cycle: computing the lensing power spectra, which
will be the same as for any other approach, and perform-
ing the 2 × nbins spherical harmonic transforms (SHT) at
the map and messenger field sampling steps. The current
state-of-the-art SHT (Reinecke & Seljebotn 2013) cost ∼ 1
CPU second per SHT at a resolution of `max = 4096 on a
high-end 2016 CPU, so the total cost of spherical harmonic
transforms per MCMC cycle is hence ∼ 20 CPU seconds.
Therefore, the total cost per MCMC sample for the map-
cosmology sampler and traditional likelihood sampling will
be similar to within a factor of 2 or so. Computing lensing
power spectra and spherical harmonics both parallelise very
well.
With the expectation of comparable correlation lengths
(to within a factor of 2), and comparable cost per MCMC
sample (also within a factor of 2), we expect that the total
cost of the Bayesian map-cosmology sampling scheme will
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Figure 14. Effect of adding total neutrino mass
∑
mν as
an additional free parameter on the (σ8,Ωm) constraints from
CFHTLenS and tension with Planck; the tension is not allevi-
ated by the addition of neutrino mass as a free parameter.
be comparable to traditional estimator-likelihood sampling
methods such as cosmoMC to within a modest factor of
2–4.
Map-power spectrum sampling
In a full curved-sky analysis, the cost per MCMC sample
for map-power spectrum sampling will be dominated by the
2× nbins spherical harmonic transforms required per Gibbs
cycle. As discussed above, with current technology this costs
in the region of 20 CPU seconds per Gibbs sample for an
nbins = 10 tomographic bin analysis. With a modest amount
of parallelisation, e.g., using 2 × nbins cores, ∼ 106 samples
should be achievable on the timescale of ∼ 10 days (with
current technology). The total number of samples required
for reconstructing the power spectrum posterior for future
large-area surveys is not precisely known. However, we ex-
pect the signal-to-noise per ` mode for Euclid to be com-
parable to the signal-to-noise per band-power considered in
this work for CFHTLenS (with ∆` = 200 but only 1/100th
of the survey area). We found MCMC convergence could be
achieved with ∼ 106 samples, so this may be a representative
number for future surveys.
Note that the joint sampling step of Racine et al. (2015)
applied here to map-cosmology sampling can equally well
be applied to map-power spectrum inference; we expect this
sophistication to result in a dramatic improvement in the
total cost of map-power spectrum sampling by reducing the
correlation length of the MCMC chains in the low signal-to-
noise regime (typical for lensing).
In summary, both the map-cosmology and map-power
spectrum sampling schemes are comfortably computation-
ally feasible for current and future weak lensing survey anal-
yses.
8 CONCLUSIONS
We have applied Bayesian map-power spectrum and map-
cosmology hierarchical inference schemes for extracting cos-
mic shear power spectra, shear maps and cosmological
parameters from CFHTLenS – the first application to
data. Under the baseline flat-ΛCDM model, we obtain cos-
mological parameter constraints consistent with previous
CFHTLenS analyses, and in-line with previous studies our
inferred (σ8,Ωm) constraints are in tension with Planck 2015
results at the 2σ level (under the baseline ΛCDM model).
Extending the baseline model to include massive neu-
trinos, we are able to constrain the total neutrino mass to∑
mν < 4.6eV (95%) from CFHTLenS data alone. The
inclusion of neutrino mass as an extra degree-of-freedom
does little to alleviate the tension between CFHTLenS and
Planck, and the more flexible model is not preferred over
ΛCDM by the CFHTLenS data.
Including the possibility of a linear redshift-dependent
photo-z bias ∆z = p2(z − p1) we find the CFHTLenS data
prefer p1 = −0.25+0.53−0.60 and p2 = −0.15+0.17−0.15, although both
are consistent with zero. Including p1 and p2 as additional
parameters under a broad flat prior completely alleviates
tension between CFHTLenS and Planck in our analysis,
due to a significant increase in the error bars from the ex-
tra degrees-of-freedom. Imposing an informative prior on
(p1, p2) from the CFHTLenS-BOSS cross-correlation anal-
ysis of Choi et al. (2015), the impact of the photo-z bias
on the cosmological constraints is more modest and the ten-
sion with Planck remains. The CFHTLenS data alone do not
prefer the more flexible photo-z bias model over the baseline
ΛCDM under either the flat or informative prior.
As well as demonstrating the Bayesian inference
schemes on current data, we have argued that for future
large-area surveys such as Euclid and LSST the map-
cosmology sampling scheme is of comparable computational
cost to traditional estimator-likelihood sampling methods,
and the map-power spectrum sampling scheme is also a com-
putationally practical approach for obtaining cosmology in-
dependent power spectrum inference for future surveys.
Both the map-power spectrum and map-cosmology in-
ference schemes implemented in this work assume Gaussian
lensing fields. Whilst this is appropriate (and optimal) on
large scales, on smaller scales the lensing fields are well
known to be non-Gaussian. This is both an opportunity and
a curse: if we are to assume Gaussianity, we must rigorously
validate the algorithms against N -body/non-Gaussian shear
simulations to test for any model biases that could arise from
the Gaussian assumption. On the other hand, the Bayesian
hierarchical approach can be readily extended to include
models for the non-Gaussian shear, allowing us to extract
information beyond the two-point statistics and exploiting
the full information content of the cosmological fields, lead-
ing to tighter constraints on cosmology and better science at
the end of the day. We will explore the limits of the Gaus-
sian approximation for weak lensing analyses and develop
extended hierarchical models for non-Gaussian shear infer-
ence in future work.
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Figure 15. Recovered 1D and 2D marginal posteriors for the ΛCDM+∆z model from CFHTLenS, assuming a linear redshift dependent
photo-z bias parametrized by ∆z = p2(z − p1). The contours of the 2D marginals represent 68 and 95% credible regions respectively,
and the dashed lines of the 1D marginals indicate the 16th, 50th and 84th percentiles.
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